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FBC Zoom Devotion Sunday March 14 2021 2 Timothy 2:1-7  Looking for Fat People 

“Timothy, my dear son, be strong through the grace that God gives you in Christ Jesus. 2 You have 
heard me teach things that have been confirmed by many reliable witnesses. Now teach these truths 
to other trustworthy people who will be able to pass them on to others. 

3 Endure suffering along with me, as a good soldier of Christ Jesus. 4 Soldiers don’t get tied up in 
the affairs of civilian life, for then they cannot please the officer who enlisted them. 5 And athletes 
cannot win the prize unless they follow the rules. 6 And hardworking farmers should be the first to 
enjoy the fruit of their labour. 7 Think about what I am saying. The Lord will help you understand 
all these things.” 

Here in 2 Timothy 2:1-7. Paul gives Timothy two pieces of advice; 

1: Be strong through the grace that God gives you in Christ Jesus. When times are tough, be 
strong. When you feel like giving up, be strong. To be strong in grace means that you don’t rely on 
yourself when times are tough, you rely on the Lord alone.  

2. Then there’s one other specific piece of advice: “teach these truths to other people who will 
be able to pass them on to others.” Pass it along! Don’t keep the truth to yourself. Entrust the truth 
to “trustworthy people he says.” Why does that matter? Aren’t we supposed to teach everyone? Yes, 
we are supposed to teach everyone.  

But along the way, we’re to find those people who are trustworthy and faithful and invest in them. 
Find reliable men and women and pour yourself into them. Do it so they will be qualified to 
teach others also. 

Here’s a little acronym that will help you. Find people who are FAT. That stands for;   

Faithful 

Available 

Teachable. 

Find the FAT people and teach them to teach others also. Find them, teach them, and turn them 
loose.  

It’s what Paul has in mind when he tells Timothy to entrust the truth to “trustworthy people” who 
will be able to teach others also. It’s God’s plan for growing his church. 

Notice the four generations mentioned in one verse:   

First Generation—Paul.  

Second Generation—Timothy.  

Third Generation—Reliable Witnesses.  
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Fourth Generation—Teach Others Also.  

The Apostle Paul was aware that the first generation of believers was dying out. The founding twelve 
Disciples (and Paul) were giving their lives for the message of the gospel. Persecution was intense. The 
message of the gospel was now being placed in the hands of the next generation. Paul wanted Timothy 
to know that it was now his job to pass these truths down to the next generation. 

Someone has rightly said, Christianity is one generation away from extinction. All it would take is for 
one generation to cease sharing the gospel and the faith would die. 

Timothy is to teach truths that have been taught by apostles like Paul. In other words, his job is not 
just to be innovative, his job is to be faithful. We as the church, can and should teach the foundational 
truth of the Gospel in as many creative ways as possible. However, it’s vital we always remember we 
don’t change or water down the Gospel message just to make it more socially acceptable.  

We’re to look for trustworthy people who will hear the truth, study the truth, apply the truth 
to their own lives, and then pass that truth on to others.  

This teaching is not reserved for Pastors and Sunday School teachers. We all have a role to play in 
teaching spiritual truths to our children, grandchildren, and any the Lord brings to our path.  

The old saying - a picture is worth a thousand words is certainly a true statement. The right picture 
can go a long way in selling a product. It can make an article more compelling. And a good illustration 
in a sermon can drive home a point better than a well-reasoned argument. 

Here Paul gives us three word pictures:  

The first is the soldier (verses 3-4)  

The second is the athlete (verse 5)  

The third is the farmer (verses 6-7) What lessons do these illustrations show us? 

As soldiers, focusing on pleasing the Lord alone. 

As athletes, playing by the rules God lays down. 

As farmers, working with an eye to the future. 

Soldier 

3 Endure suffering along with me, as a good soldier of Christ Jesus. 4 Soldiers don’t get tied up in 
the affairs of civilian life, for then they cannot please the officer who enlisted them. 

Paul tells us to take a “soldier like” mentality to our Christian walk. There are two aspects 
of a soldier’s life Paul thinks we should apply. First, to be willing to endure suffering. 
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Think about all a soldier has to endure to defeat the enemy. The point is that a soldier 
understands that going into battle – doing their job brings with it danger. Every soldier knows they 
could lose their life. They endure because they know what they’re fighting for. 

The point is that we should be willing to follow Christ wherever the path takes us, and to be diligent to 
share the gospel message in our culture where it’s not popular, and to “stand strong.”  

Second, a soldier is not a soldier part time. Even when they’re on leave, soldiers don’t stop 
being soldiers just because they leave the base. You’re a soldier 24 hours a day. You represent your 
country wherever you wear that uniform. 

Paul warns Timothy to be wholehearted in his service to the Lord. He warns him not to get distracted 
by civilian affairs. Paul reminds us that we cannot please our commanding officer Jesus, if we’re 
distracted. We represent Christ in our lives also 24/7. 

It’s easy to get pulled away by other interests. It can be a hobby, a job, a sporting event, a policy issue, 
a controversy of any sort. We all know how easy it is to become almost obsessed with such things. 
When that happens we forget who we are: Soldiers in God’s army. EVERYTHING we do 
reflects on the gospel.  

Athlete 

5 And athletes cannot win the prize unless they follow the rules. 

There has been a great deal of controversy over whether or not people who were implicated in taking 
steroids should be in the Baseball Hall of Fame. These people (very famous names) have been 
denied entry into the Hall because they didn’t follow the rules. Plain and simple – they 
cheated. 

Christians are to be like athletes in two ways. First, we’re to live by the rules the Lord has laid 
down for us in His Word, and be focused on the finish line, with a single eye to honour 
the Lord in all we do. 

The athletes that win the prize are those who devote time and effort to be successful. Do you think 
believers are willing to do this today, and to show a watching world the difference Christ has made in 
their lives? They’re different from others in the fact that they’re focused on fighting the 
good fight and finishing the race. 

Farmer 

6 Hardworking farmers should be the first to enjoy the fruit of their labour. 

I’ve learned a few things about farmers over the years. First, I’ve learned that their job never ends. 
There’s always something that needs to be done around the farm. 

Second, farmers need to be patient. They plant and then they wait. They watch, and I’ve heard 
a few who complained about the weather. They want to plant early but have to wait until they’re sure 
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the seed can take root and survive. They may want to harvest at a certain time but understand they 
have to wait until the crop is dry and ready to be harvested. There’s no hurrying when it comes to 
farming. 

Third, farmers have to work when they have the opportunity. We’ve had years where we’ve 
had a lot of rain. In those years the farmers have to wait and then work when the sun dries the ground 
. . . no matter what else is going on. It’s a given for them to put in and harvest the crop as they 
have the opportunity. They know all about making planting adjustments if things go south.  

This parallels the life of the Christian. You’re never done growing in Christ. You’ve never 
completed the task of sharing your faith with others. These jobs are never ending. May we all serve the 
Lord with the farmer’s endurance? 

We need to be patient like farmers. As Christians we plant seeds. When we share the gospel with 
someone, we plant a seed. When we show the love of Christ in our actions, we plant a seed. When we 
choose to be kind when we could be abusive, we plant a seed.  

When we choose to be reconciled rather than “win”, we plant a seed. When we choose the way of God 
over the way of the world or even the way of greatest profitability, we plant seeds. 

Once we plant the seeds we must wait for the Holy Spirit to do His work. We continue to water, we 
continue to weed, but we ultimately must wait on the work of God’s Spirit. We may not like that 
fact but it’s His job. 

The good news is that the farmer who’s diligent will reap a bountiful harvest (most of the time).  

There’s nothing more satisfying than to jump into the combine and see a bountiful harvest in the bin, 
that’s the result of a good season of diligent and faithful work. 

As followers of Christ we too are working for a harvest. This harvest may show itself in little 
ways in this world. There’s perhaps no greater privilege than being a part of helping someone blossom 
and grow in their faith, or see a non-Christian move from spiritual lost-ness to new life! Or seeing 
people reconciled to the Lord as well as to each other.  

However, the greatest harvest will be when we stand before our Saviour. To have Him look us in the 
eye and hear Him say, “Well Done, my good and faithful servant”!  

Could anything be better than that moment? We’re not working for earthly reward. We’re working 
for the “Well Done” of our Lord and Saviour. 

So – in Summary: 

We’re to be faithful teachers who work hard to train people to fight the battle when we can no 
longer do so. 

We’re to be like soldiers who give up worldly security and comfort and endure rigorous discipline. 
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We’re to be like Athletes who train hard and follow the rules. 

We’re to be like farmers who work hard and wait with patience for the harvest. 

We do all this because the thought of victory and the hope of a harvest, is better than anything our 
minds can imagine. It’s because of this hope and the strength that God provides, that we’re able to 
endure whatever comes our way.  

This should be the legacy we want to leave. 

 


